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Abstract 
Based on the historical materials, This thesis explores the Taoism thoughts of 
Wang Changyue,the Seventh Longmen Patriarch at the beginning of Qing dynasty. 
From the self-conflict visions,the author try to describe the conflicts behind Wang`s 
religion thoughts.So all kinds of conflicts are the main contents and basises in this 
thesis.Further,the author analyzes the deep-psychology and philosophy problems. 
About the deep-psychology problems this thesis states some mental factors,for 
example, oppression,phobia and anxiety etc,these factors are behind the Wang`s  
religionary thoughts.From these factors ,we can find some non divine reasons for the 
Quanzhen Taoism  belief.On the other hand,the author also try to open out the 
philosophy meanings behind Wang`s writings.About these philosophical thoughts,the 
author think that nihilism of life is the biggest thought in the Wang`s statements, and 
the basical problem of nihilism is the fact that everybody will die.Facing the fact of 
death,Wang hoped transcend it through pursuing immortality by  religionary ways. 
Behind the pursuing immortality, the deep psychological motivation and philosophical 
reason are self-conservatizing and certainty-questioning. 
So this thesis start its researchs from the followings:Firstly,basing on the former 
researchs and new historical materials,the author checks the Wang`s life,writings, 
precept-conveying and his heritor etc.The author thinks there are no enough materials 
to support the idea that Wang conveyed the precepts publicly in Baiyunguan of 
Beijing at Shunzhi era,those began in the years of 1656,1658 and 1659. Meanwhile, 
about the Wang`s heritor this thesis deems it was Tan Shoucheng and not Lv Shoupu, 
but the Lamp of Mind from Mt.Jin`gai recorded Wang`s heritor was Lv Shoupu,that 
was not real.Secondly,By using the Freud`s concepts of Id(inner desire),ego and 
super-ego, we can find the human`s frangibility and gloom in Wang`s religionary 
thoughts, then the non-divine origins of religion will be revealed. Thirdly, the author 
also considers there were some subjects changes between the early Quanzhen Taoism 
and Wang`s religionary thoughts,the changes from the life-death to love-desire.In 
Jin-yuan epoch,the early thinkers of Quanzhen school were confused by the problems 
of metaphysics,that meaned they knowed human would die sooner or later and found 















Because of that they can control and train themselves voluntarily by religionary 
ways.The love-desire were not their main problems because of their self-discipline.On 
the contrary,in Wang`s epoch the love-desire became the main problems of Quanzhen 
Taoists,so religionary disciplines were emphasized by Wang`s writings.Those were 
big changes from early Quanzhen Taoism to Longmen school at the beginning of 
Qing dynasty.At last,this thesis states the importances of Wang`s religionary thoughts 
in the history of Quanzhen Taoism.The thesis thinks that Wang was the leader of 
Longmen Fashion at the beginning of Qing dynasty and his public precept-conveying 
actions afforded the basises of Taoists,organizations and systems.Meanwhile,the 
author considers there were some shortcomings in Wang`s religionary disciplines,they 
were not enough systemic in theory. 
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